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Abstract
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Accuracy & Speed-up

Feature Reduction

Predicting Matchability

Reducing the amount of image features as in [1] speeds-
up SfM computation time, but still leaves a lot of 
redundant information. Our approach aims a higher 
feature reduction, by applying a classifier (random 
forest), optimized for SLAM/SfM. The main advantages 
are: 
- Computational speed-up, due to fewer features 
- Higher accuracy, due to lower amount of outliers  
- Less redundant data in a SfM/SLAM pipeline

Training with Long-Track Features

Hartmann et al. [1]  deploy a classifier, optimized for 
feature matching: 
- Predicting SIFT [5] feature matches 
- Speed-up subsequent matching procedure

Drawbacks:  
- Predicting a single sift match does not consider the 

whole scene.  
- wrong sift matches, according to an underlying 3D 

model

(geometrically wrong matching of 3D scene points)

(geometrically wrong matches across scenes)

Solution: Training with more appropriate features as in [1]

All: 
Matchable: 
Geo: 
Trackn: 

All available sift features  
Features with valid sift-match as in [1] 
Features with valid 3D point 
Features viewable from n cameras

—> Training Random-Forest [3] with Long-Track Features

Comparison with [1] and hDog (reducing features by 
increasing the sift threshold) 
- 48% feature reduction 
- Lower reproduction error —> more accurate 3D model

We Create a reconstruction with all features and align the 
reconstructions with reduced features and compute the 
rotation & position error:  
- Position error: 15% lower 
- Rotation error: up to 30% lower 

- Computational speed-up: 60% (BA); 34% (Matching)

Point clouds & Outlier

- Dense model with many outliers (left) 
- 3D model by using long-track features (right)


